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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

 The present study investigates the effects of test question preview on 

assessment of listening comprehension at junior high school level, and tried to 

explore the relationship between test question preview and listening proficiency 

levels, as well as the participants’ evaluation of this test method and their 

information processing. In the following sections, a summary of the major findings 

of the study based on the results reported in chapter four will be given firstly. Next 

the suggestions and some pedagogical implications are discussed. Then limitations 

and problems encountered in the study are mentioned. And finally some issues for 

further research are presented.   

 

Summary of the Findings 

After the analyses and discussions of the study results in chapter four, the 

summary of the main findings will be provided in this section in accordance with the 

four research questions brought up in chapter one. First, the junior high EFL 

students in this study benefited significantly from test question preview. The results 

of the experiment showed that the participants with the question preview method got 

significantly better scores on the listening comprehension tests. Second, the results 

also indicate that question preview is an important factor facilitating the listening 
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performance. With the assistance of previewing questions, the listening tests would 

become easier to answer and thus the participants can get better scores. The results of 

the study are consistent with the cla ims made in most of the previous studies (e.g. 

Cohen, 1984; Buck, 1991; Shohamy and Inbar, 1991; Yang, 1995; Sherman, 1997; 

Teng, 1998). The scholars all claim that test question preview facilitates listeners’ 

understanding of listening texts, leading testees to predict the listening contents in 

advance and making the test items less difficult.   

Then, the third research question is concerned with participants’ listening ability 

when measured by the method of question preview. Further examination of the effect 

of test question preview was conducted at three different proficiency levels-high, 

medium and low proficiency. The results showed that listeners of high and medium 

proficiency level gained much assistance from the question preview than those of low 

proficiency level. It was demonstrated that the positive effects of question preview on 

test performance were salient in test takers of high and medium proficiency levels but 

not in those of low proficiency levels. Moreover, interview responses from 

participants of low proficiency levels indicate that test takers of low listening 

proficiency didn’t benefit from the question preview because their poor listening 

ability as well as reading ability made them unable to comprehend the meaning of the 

previewed questions. They failed to construct the meanings of previewed questions 

and couldn’t utilize the information that previewed questions provided with. 

Consequently, they didn’t get significantly higher scores than those who didn’t 

preview test questions. For low proficiency listeners, there is no difference in the test 

result whether they previewed the questions or not.            
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As for the fourth research question, the questionnaire responses confirm the 

positive effects of test question preview and also indicate that test question preview is 

a practical method for evaluating EFL learners’ listening comprehension. Most 

participants acknowledged the positive effects of the question preview, such as 

providing the gist of the listening passages, promoting top-down information 

processing, supplying useful information for prediction of the listening contents, 

removing the stress of hearing something unexpected, triggering listeners’ background 

knowledge, and making the listening tests easier. 

From the perspective of listening comprehension process, information prediction 

is an important factor to promote ideal listening comprehension process (top-down 

information process). However, while taking the listening comprehension test, 

information is seldom provided for test takers to predict the listening contents except 

for the listening context offered by themselves. The question preview test method 

enables test takers to make more effective prediction and thus can examine test takers’ 

listening proficiency more validly. Besides, the tests have been more practical and 

valid because the question preview test method provides a gist of the listening 

contents and triggers a top-down information process, which brings test takers’ 

listening ability into full play and leads them to process the aural input more 

smoothly.    

 

Suggestions and Pedagogical Implications 

 Based on the major findings of the present study, the following suggestions and 

pedagogical implications are proposed for testing listening comprehension at junior 
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high schools. First, the researcher has identified the positive effects of previewing test 

questions on listening assessment at junior high schools and suggests that English 

teachers make good use of this special test method when administering listening 

comprehension tests. And in order to make the tests more valid, it is necessary to 

incorporate question preview in the tests of listening comprehension. 

Secondly, questionnaire responses indicate that most participants acknowledged 

the positive effects of test question preview; thus the researcher suggests that English 

teachers at junior high schools use question preview as a teaching activity when 

training students’ listening skills. Test questions could be used as the guid ing cues 

before listening to the contents and teachers could lead students to predict the 

listening texts by connecting every previewed question with students’ background 

knowledge through top-down processing. Thus, they could grasp the gist in advance 

and enhance listening comprehension.             

Thirdly, the result shows that test takers could benefit much from test question 

preview and get significantly better scores, especially high and medium proficiency 

listeners. As for low proficiency listeners, there is no significant difference whether 

they preview the questions or not because their listening ability is too poor to 

comprehend the meaning of previewed questions. Therefore, the researcher suggests 

that English teachers at junior high schools pay more attention to the differences in 

students’ listening ability and design some other additional teaching activities for low 

proficiency listeners to promote their ability of understanding the previewed questions 

and improve efficiency of listening. Teachers could utilize the question preview 

method to incorporate topical background knowledge, textual vocabulary and pictorial 
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visual cues before listening so as to activate top-down information processing (Hu, 

2000; Cheng, 2000). 

Fourth, the researcher suggests that English teachers at junior high schools be 

concerned with the appropriateness of test questions when administering listening 

tests. Shohamy (1991) classifies listening comprehension test questions into three 

question types: global, local and trivial question types. The global type of questions 

requires test takers to synthesize information, draw conclusions and focus on cause 

and effect relationships and on inferences. The local questions require test takers to 

locate detail, understand single words which have contextual support, paraphrase and 

recognize facts. The trivial questions are related to trivial factual details such as 

numerical figures and names. Suitable test questions should cover several global and 

local questions, which test the main idea of the whole listening texts, and a few trivial 

questions, which are not directly related to the main topic (Shohamy & Inbar, 1991). 

In other words, when administering listening tests, test questions must be well 

designed and related to the central concept or the gist of the whole listening contents. 

Then question preview could bring its positive effects into full play, help ing test 

takers make prediction in advance, triggering test takers’ background knowledge 

related to the listening passages, and promoting top-down information processing. 

Well-designed test questions with the question preview test method could make 

listening tests more valid. If the test questions are not suitable, students won’t be able 

to predict the gist in advance even with the test question preview method, and the tests 

would have less validity.   
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Limitations of the Study 

 The study examines the effects of test question preview on the assessment of 

listening comprehension at junior high schools. Although all the research questions 

have been answered, some limitations and problems still came out when the 

researcher conducted the present study.  

 First, because of the time limit for conducting the experiment, the genre of the 20 

listening texts selected was limited to dialogue. Shohamy and Inbar (1991), Teng 

(1998), Brown (1985) and Berne (1992) concluded in their research that different text 

genres resulted in different test scores, in spite of identical contents. For the results to 

be more generalizable, it is necessary to include other different test genres to 

investigate the effect of question preview.     

 Secondly, due to lack of man-power, the researcher only randomly selected nine 

students from low proficiency group to be the interviewees to explore the reason why 

they didn’t get better score from question preview. For more understanding about how 

question preview influences test takers’ scores and the results to be more objective, 

interviewees should include test takers of high and medium proficiency levels. 

Thirdly, in order to assess the listening comprehension in a more objective way, 

the researcher adopted multiple-choices rather than other types of assessment. 

However, it is possible that some students may guess the answer without listening 

carefully. Moreover, Shohamy (1984), Eykyn (1992) and Teng (1998b) admit that test 

takers’ scores might vary with the different types of item response. For the results to 

be more reliable, different test item types might be incorporated.      

Fourth, concerning students’ attention span, only 20 items were included in the 
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experimental test. However, many scholars (Berne, 1992; Shohamy and Inbar, 1991; 

and Teng, 1998a) believed that a valid listening comprehension test should comprise a 

greater number of questions. It is possible that 20 items might not be sufficient to test 

the effects of question preview. If the researcher had had sufficient time, more items 

would have been included to investigate the effects of question preview.  

 

Suggestions for Further Study 

 For further research in the future, here are some suggestions: First, the sample for 

the experiment should be larger. It is suggested that more participants should be 

included to examine the effects of question preview and explore students’ attitude 

toward this test method, so that the effects of question preview on listening 

comprehension test can be better studied. With a larger number of participants, the 

results and findings of the study can be more representative and more reasonably be 

generalized to other students at junior high school.     

 Second, it is suggested that the future researchers pay more attention to other 

levels of participants such as elementary, senior high or college students. As 

Underwood (1989) claimed, looking at the test items before listening is quite helpful 

for beginner learners. Is it still helpful for intermediate or advanced learners? This 

problem might be answered in future research. 

 Thirdly, more studies could be conducted using the question preview method 

with test types other than multiple-choice. In this study, there were significantly 

differences between question preview group and no question preview group with 

multiple-choice test types, but it is hard to say if the result can generalize to different 
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test types. Therefore, several types of listening comprehension tests with question 

preview method, such as true-false questions, open-ended questions, cloze test or 

dictation, should be included. Berne (1992), Shomany and Inbar(1991), and Teng 

(1998 a) suggest that a valid listening comprehension test comprise a variety of test 

types and questions. With diverse types of listening comprehension test formats, the 

findings can be more valid and reliable.     

  


